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Abstract

Heavy-duty scrapers are documented as a specific morphotype in ancient African and Eurasian toolkits from the Oldowan into the Acheulian. They are characterized by a flat platform perpendicularly oriented to a carinated edge. The convex surface of that edge displays semi-peripheral, unidirectional removals associated with steep retouch and/or crush marks. This morphotype has been described from numerous sites covering a long temporal scale and are diversely referred to in French as "rostro-caréné" or "nucléus-racloirs" and in English as "massive scrapers", "core scrapers", "large scrapers", or "heavy end-scrapers". Morpho-technological definitions and interpretations are reviewed to track the origin and evolution of heavy-duty scrapers over time and space. Results show that tools referred to as heavy-duty scrapers were made on thick cobbles during the Oldowan, and later, at the onset of the Acheulian, on Large Flakes, while smaller-sized items in Late Acheulian sites assume end-scraper morphologies. But should all of these tools really be grouped under a single denomination? Experimental work explores whether heavy-duty scrapers are the result of knapping processes, or if their morphology could be derived from other kinds of activities. Chronological continuity of the attributes specific to heavy-duty scrapers points to their role in ancient toolkits, suggesting that these scarce but ubiquitous primitive implements are, on equal footing with chopper-cores, one of the oldest morphotypes in the world.
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Résumé

Les heavy-duty scrapers sont documentés comme un morphotype spécifique dans de nombreux assemblages lithiques oldowayens et acheuléens en Afrique et en Eurasie. Ils sont caractérisés par une surface plate, orientée perpendiculairement à un bord de forme caréné. La surface convexe de ce bord révèle des enlèvements et/ou des retouches multiples, semi-périphériques et unidirectionnelles, souvent associés à des écrasements. Ce
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1. Introduction

Throughout much of the Lower Pleistocene in Africa and Eurasia (ca. 2.5–0.78 Ma), hominin technological aptitude is reflected by the non-standardized flakes and simple but well-structured cores composing their material culture. These ancient toolkits are attributed to the Oldowan (Leakey, 1936) Techno-Complex, a cultural unit lasting nearly 2 Myrs (Barsky, 2009). Throughout the Oldowan, stone knapping strategies maintained low diversity, while reflecting variability through subtle innovations developed within the unifacial-unidirectional and orthogonal knapping strategies (Carbonell et al., 2009, 2016). Small cores and flakes are the most common items, but assemblages also comprise larger, summarily modified “heavy-duty tools” and “utilized material” (Leakey, 1971), frequently displaying traces of percussion (Barsky et al., 2015) or pounding (Isaac, 1986). This feature of Oldowan assemblages has long been a source of semantic and interpretative inconsistencies, notably because of difficulties relating to categorizing objects that do not fit neatly into any of the defined typological groups. At the root of this polemic is the low degree of standardization, which characterizes Oldowan tools. Indeed, how might we recognize tool-types from within the range of Oldowan formal variability when it is so largely dictated by the quality and availability of raw materials (Goldman-Neuman and Hovers, 2012)? One solution has been to consider use-wear on worked edges as a determining factor with which to distinguish “cores” from “tools” (de la Torre and Mora, 2005; de Lumley and Beyene, 2004; de Lumley et al., 2005; Leakey, 1971). This key notion places implements with percussion stigma in a different link within the chaîne opératoire (Soressi and Geneste, 2011), setting these ‘used’ items apart from flaked ones (cores) and projecting them into the realm of ‘tools’.

The most commonly documented Oldowan tool ‘type’ is the chopper (Movius, 1943), which, perhaps because of its technical simplicity, presents a high degree of morphological variability for which different authors have proposed descriptive (Collina-Girard, 1986; Leaky, 1971) or conceptual (Carbonell et al., 1983, 1995; Laplace, 1972, 1974) study methodologies. Analysis of the Oldowan assemblages from Orce (Barsky et al., 2015) reveals that some macro tools (i.e. intentionally repeated morphotypes) exist only within site-specific contexts because of the particular features of the raw materials used there (see fig. 6 in Barsky et al., 2015). It follows that tool ‘types’ might not necessarily be common to different Oldowan sites. However, it may be assumed that the persistence of a specific form over time must be indicative of a task-specific shape and size relationship. Recent enlargement of the archaeological record and renewed interest in the study of archaic industries continue to fuel discussions about just where to draw the very fine line separating Oldowan core forms from tools. Examples demonstrating this conceptual tangle are terms like “chopper-core”, or “core-tool”, coined in the 1970s and still largely employed today. In Oldowan studies, this fine conceptual boundary has motivated the elaboration of systematic techno-typological manuals intended to overcome this challenge. But growing awareness of the influence of external impact factors on assemblage morpho-technical features, such as raw material size and qualitative variability or changeable site contexts, raises questions about the value of maintaining strict categorial separations within the Oldowan (Carbonell et al., 2009, 2016; Isaac, 1986; Shea, 2013; Toth, 1985). The core-tool dichotomy is so significant because tools are viewed as “standardized” items that reflect the repeated manufacture of a planned model in stone. When this template is acquired and transmitted through time and space, it becomes emblematic of human culture itself and, in the traditional, typological sense, carries the burden of chrono-cultural meaning. The shift from opportunistic flake production to the intentional shaping of tools (on a reasonably large scale) is a major feature marking the arrival of an entirely new techno-complex: the Acheulian. This paper examines...
the case of heavy-duty scrapers (heretofore: HDS), a little known and poorly defined morphotype that emerges in the oldest Oldowan toolkits and persists well into the Acheulian. Following a review of the historical aspects explaining the appearance of this morphotype in the literature, we discuss whether the observed continuity in the morphology of HDS over time is related to functional aspects or intentionality. These different interpretations are examined and tested experimentally. The evolutionary trajectory of the HDS is traced in Africa and Eurasia, contributing to a more coherent designation of these tools.

2. Materials and methods

The term "morphotype" has multiple applications in different disciplines, but is normally applied in taxonomy to designate "a specimen chosen to illustrate a morphological variation within a species population" (Allaby, 1999). In this paper, 'morphotype' pertains to a recognizable, repeated morphology within stone toolkits. Specifically, the heavy-duty scraper (heretofore: HDS) is defined and tracked throughout its evolutionary trajectory from the Oldowan into the Acheulian. Examples are presented from Oldowan, Developed Oldowan and Acheulian sites in Africa and Eurasia, where tools with matching morpho-technological descriptors are documented. The Oldowan evidence is contrasted with that from more recent Acheulian sites. Disparities in the designation "heavy-duty scraper" and incongruities in its technological and/or functional meanings are then dealt with by: (1) providing a historical view of existing definitions and interpretations, (2) reviewing the evidence from some key sites, (3) performing experiments, and (4) proposing a new definition. Our methodology examines the volumetric features of HDS and their relationship with the traces of percussion they present (Barsky et al., 2015; Box 1). Qualitative and quantitative data was collected to identify HDS and to bring to light volumetric selection criteria. Methods from different schools of morpho-techno-typological analysis are combined (Carbonell et al., 1983, 1995; Collina-Girard, 1986; Laplace, 1972, 1974; Tavoso, 1978 and Lumley and collaborators’ unpublished Lexique des caractéristiques de l’industrie lithique). Repeated morphologies are considered indicative of standardization and/or predetermination and, by extension, provide descriptors for classification purposes. Techno-morphological features of HDS are assessed: (1) to define their specificity, (2) to confirm their existence within earliest stone toolkits, and (3) to consider their structural utility over time. In addition, raw material variability, blank type, breakage patterns, traces of percussion in relation to volumetric features, geometric and diachratic analysis are among the morpho-technical criteria used in this study.

Limestone cobbles of different shapes and sizes were collected from the Orce environs to perform the experimental work, which included reproducing HDS by knapping and then using the objects to work on different materials. The aptness of the limestone cobbles from Orce for knapping depended on their varying degrees of silicification. Unifacial, unidirectional stone knapping was carried out by a professional stone knapper (MG) to test the incidence of the obtaining of HDS morphotypes using this method. Special attention was paid to the morphology of the knapped edges to ascertain whether the typical localized crush marks would be produced during knapping. The knapper avoided intentionality by reproducing simple core forms typically observed in the Orce assemblages, where neither the flakes nor the unifacial unidirectional cores show any evidence of angle rectification by friction or any other preparatory method. Hammerstones and matrices were arbitrarily chosen by the knapper from an array of cobbles made available to him. Experimental work, performed in controlled conditions, was filmed and photographed. A total of 13 HDS morphotypes were manufactured and photographed in order to control the modification of their edges in subsequent use experiments (Fig. 1).

3. Results

The denomination "heavy-duty scraper" has dual connotations: (1) an object of considerable volume (heavy-duty) and (2) a specific gesture or suggested use (scraping). Relating volume, form and use is a common strategy employed to distinguish different categories of tools in Oldowan assemblages. For example, compact, fist-sized, round or oval morphologies are often called ‘hammerstones’ while quadrangular, flat stones are considered potential ‘ anvils’. Such semantic-conceptual links may then be experimentally tested to reproduce analogous tools and discover their uses. This paper aims to convey the HDS morphotype in Oldowan stone toolkits as precisely as possible, by examining how it has been defined and recognized by different authors since its introduction into the literature. Once the HDS morphotype is clearly acknowledged, the significance of its recurrence in Oldowan and Acheulian toolkits is considered. Finally, questions relating to intentionality and functionality are addressed. The HDS morphotype is conveyed using examples from different...
3.1. A starting point: Heavy-duty scrapers from Olduvai Gorge and Koobi Fora

3.1.1. The HDS from Olduvai Gorge

Given the considerable and long-lasting impact that the Olduvai Gorge sites have had on the study of stone toolkits attributed to this eponymous cultural grouping, it is only fitting to begin this discussion of HDS evidence with the work published by Mary Leakey (1971). In her typological descriptions, Leakey (1971) emphasized the importance of the position of the tool on the blank. She employed the same qualifiers to describe both heavy and light-duty scrapers, establishing a size limit of >50 mm to differentiate between them. Accordingly, HDS are present but scarce in most of the Bed I and Bed II localities (Fig. 2). Throughout her work on the Olduvai industries, Leakey provides noteworthy remarks for recognizing HDS, by way of two main criteria: (1) the presence of a curved working edge affected by vertical or semi-vertical trimming and (2) crush marks or...
other forms of edge damage almost uniquely on the upper (worked) surface (Leakey, 1971). This definition is designed to facilitate the distinction HDS from choppers or discoids, which, contrastingly, present more oblique and denticulate worked edges. Leakey further notes that HDS appear on cobbles or on cores, and that they generally present natural, non-prepared striking surfaces opposite to another plane surface. In some cases, their convexities were even accentuated by notches whose origin could be intentional or use-related (Leakey, 1971). Apart from these special features, the HDS at Olduvai Gorge are not standardized. Most of them were made on tabular quartz or quartzite, probably because these materials provided natural cleavage planes that were convenient as steep flaking platforms. Significantly, from Bed II, Leakey notes that HDS were made on Large flakes (sic. Kleindiest, 1962).

The term “heavy-duty scraper” is not validated in the technological analysis of the assemblages by de la Torre and Mora (2005). This study underlines a divergence from typological classifications, towards a more procedural, interpretative approach, considering additional variables, such as: site formation processes, human organizational strategies, site function, etc., recalling Isaac’s work at Koobi Fora (Isaac, 1984, 1986). This reduces variability stemming from artificial constructs and limits subjective, functional connotations. Starting from the technological genesis of each artifact, the categories are reduced to: flaked, detached, pounded and unmodified. In this way, artifacts are linked not to a given activity, but rather to their corresponding stage within the reduction sequences from which they were derived (de la Torre and Mora, 2005). In their analysis of the Bed I and II assemblages, de la Torre and Mora (2005) also note that fractures in some pieces are due to battering instead of shaping, and that pieces once considered as tools are actually cores. This explains why many pieces considered as tools in Leakey’s typological approach (choppers, polyhedrons, discoids, heavy-duty scrapers) were later classified as cores by these and other authors (Jelineck, 1977; de la Torre and Mora, 2005). At FLK Zinjanthropus, for example, de la Torre and Mora (2005) consider many of Leakey’s (1971) HDS to be unifacial, unidirectional cores with abrupt removals and no platform preparation, unlike the “bifacial abrupt” cores (de la Torre and Mora, 2009). Yet, according to Leakey (1971), the lack of prepared striking surfaces and the presence of crush marks on the upper worked edges constitute the main descriptors of the HDS group. Meanwhile, de la Torre and Mora (2005) do not discuss such stigma as a characteristic feature of the unifacial abrupt core systems. In sum, these authors conclude with different interpretations of the same morphotype: tool or core.

3.1.2. The HDS from Koobi Fora

In their study of the stone artefacts from Koobi Fora (East Turkana), Isaac and Harris (1997) specifically mention different denominations in equivalence to Leakey’s “heavy-duty scrapers” (1971), choosing to refer to them rather as “core scrapers” and specifying their correspondence with what Harris (1978) termed as “cobble scrapers”. Meanwhile, Braun et al. (2008) maintain Leakey’s terminology in their type lists for the Oldowan sites of Fxj82 and Fxj16. Importantly, Isaac and Harris (1997) classed HDS amongst “flaked pieces”, whereas Harris (1978) had previously classed them as “tools” (following Leakey, 1971). They conclude that the categorization is polythetic since observed features actually “intergrade across the arbitrary boundaries” (Isaac and Harris, 1997). They do however make an important distinction based on blank type (cobble vs. flake), rather than on size, as in Leakey (1971), maintaining that standardized tool ‘types’ appear only in assemblages attributed to the Acheulian. In agreement with de la Torre and Mora (2005), they maintain only the broadest categories of tools that do not imply specific functionality, stating (as Toth, 1985) that many tool types (such as choppers), were probably cores, and that flakes, wrongly relegated amongst simple waste products, were most likely the tools sought after by hominins. Their main conclusion is that the “core scrapers” from Koobi Fora (sic. HDS) were intended mainly for flake production.

Karari scrapers are a distinctive element of the assemblages from the basal part of the Okote Member of the Koobi Fora Formation and correlates (suggested age of the Okote Tuff: 1.56 ± 0.05 Ma, McDougall and Brown, 2006; their fig. 6, No. 1) that deserve special mention in the context of this study. These assemblages stratigraphically precede the appearance of clearly Acheulian industries, distinguished by the production of Large flakes (Kleindiest, 1962). Aware of the wide formal variability of the Karari assemblages, the authors note that ‘Karari scrapers’ stand out because of their relatively high level of standardization (Isaac and Harris, 1997). While there is not necessarily ‘continuity’ between the KBS Oldowan core scrapers and the Karari scrapers, they observe that the manufacture of dome-shaped scrapers could be considered as a ‘habit’ reflecting a systematic, least-effort flake extraction mode (Isaac and Harris, 1997). The authors also suggested that the specific formal features of both series could result, at least partially, from percussive activities.

3.2. Heavy-duty scrapers in the Oldowan

Looking beyond these early definitions of HDS which clearly underline a deeply rooted uncertainty as to their significance in early assemblages, let us now examine how HDS are documented at some other Oldowan sites, beginning with the oldest assemblages in Africa. Based on criteria developed by Leakey (1971), Semaw (2000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average length in mm of removal negatives on HDS, and cores and of flakes from Oldowan sites (Fejej: de Lumley and Beyene, 2004 and own data; Dmanisi: de Lumley et al., 2005; Orce: own data).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>HDS (average negative size/mm)</th>
<th>Core (average negative size/mm)</th>
<th>Flake (average size/mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fejej</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmanisi</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN3</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
includes “heavy-duty core scrapers” as a distinctive category in the general tool inventory of the East Gona sites EG 10 and EG 12 (2.6–2.5 Ma, Afar Ethiopia, Table 1: 1205). Meanwhile, according to drawings by B. Isaac in Toth (1985), “core scrapers” differ from HDS because they display denticulate edges traced by adjacent, deep removals (hence, ‘core’). Although they lack the convex carinated form with retouch and crush marks on abrupt edges, it is interesting to note that Toth (1985) uses the two terms interchangeably. HDS are also documented from Fejej FJ-1a, in Ethiopia (de Lumley and Beyene, 2004, Fig. 3, Nos. 4, 5) and at Dmanisi (Fig. 4), in the Republic of Georgia (Lumley et al., 2005), dating, respectively, to 1.96 and 1.81 Ma. The French term rostro-caréné is fittingly employed to describe the HDS morphotype by de Lumley and collaborators (caréné refers to the shape of the lower part of a ship’s hull, the carène, which is flat-bottomed and has steep edges).

Our studies of the FJ-1a and Dmanisi assemblages make an important distinction between HDS, which are
considered to be chopper-like cobble-tools, and robust end-scrapers made on flakes, that are designated as rabot (French). This difference is significant because it underlines a distinction that is not based on the morphological features defining the type, but rather on the kind of blank upon which it appears (HDS on cobbles; rabot on regular flakes). But confusion inevitably arises when comparable morphotypes are differentially termed, as in the case with rostro-caréné and rabot. For example, in the study of the limestone heavy-duty tools from the Italian Acheulian site of Isernia la Pineta (0.65 Ma, Rufo et al., 2009), three cobbles tools fitting the HDS morphotype following the descriptions provided by Leakey (1971), de Lumley and Beyene (2004) and de Lumley et al. (2005) are referred to as rabots. This example indicates that blank type (cobble or flake) is essential to defining HDS. It also underlines that, in spite of their origin deep within the Oldowan, HDS do share morphological similarities with robust end-scrapers, such as a frontal position on the blank, a convex worked edge, abrupt removals and edges displaying retouch and/or crushing.

3.2.1. The HDS from Fejej Fj-1a
The Oldowan assemblage from Fejej Fj-1a has yielded 6 HDS on quartz and basalt cobbles (Fig. 3, Nos. 4, 5; de Lumley and Beyene, 2004). The tools display abrupt working edges shaped by unifacial, parallel removals originating from a flat platform (fracture or cortical surface). HDS represent 10.6% of the cobble tools and only 0.2% of the lithic assemblage overall. Most of them were made on rounded cobbles that are, on average, smaller than the chopper-tools (mean HDS length = 62.3 mm). Only their abrupt, convex surfaces display continuous retouch and/or small removals regularizing the cutting edge. The affected edge is rounded and very steep, extending over about a third of the cobble’s periphery (mean length of the shaped edge = 53.8 mm; mean number of removals = 2.8; mean removal length = 35.8 mm). The mean angle between the platform and the worked edge is 91°, compared with 72° for the chopper-tools (de Lumley and Beyene, 2004).

3.2.2. The HDS from Dmanisi
A total of 12 HDS were identified in our analysis of the Dmanisi assemblage (de Lumley et al., 2005). They were made on whole or broken volcanic tuff or basalt cobbles (6% of the cobble-tool assemblage that comprises a total of 206 pieces) (Fig. 4). The pieces are distinguished, once again, by abrupt, unidirectional removals originating from a flat platform and forming a carinated silhouette (French front). Their convex, worked surfaces are accompanied by small removals, retouch or crushing, regularizing the edge. They were made on thick, angular cobbles that are close in size to the chopper tools, but bigger than the whole cobbles. Their convex worked edges display, on average, 4.3 removals that tend to be shorter than those on other knapped items (Table 1), suggesting that the aim of the knappers could have been shaping rather than flake production; although percussive activity is not to be ruled out.

3.2.3. The HDS from Orce
The rich limestone heavy-duty toolkits from Barranco León and Fuente Nueva 3 (Orce, Andalusia) provide an excellent opportunity to identify and define HDS in the
western European Oldowan register (Barsky et al., 2015; Toro Moyano et al., 2010). At Barranco León, 7 HDR were singled out from 156 limestone items, while Fuente Nueva 3 yielded 8 HDR for 290 limestone items (all > 5 cm; Figs. 5 and 6). While the distinction cores vs. HDS remains difficult, these pieces, defined as loosely configured tools (Barsky et al., 2015), were set apart as HDS because: they present unifacial, steep removals, originating from a single, flat platform, forming a carinated edge with localized retouch/crushing. Cobbles with natural flat surfaces were selected or platforms were obtained by breakage/removals. Like at Fejej and Dmanisi, the Orce HDS are smaller than the chopper-tools (Fig. 7, combined BL + FN3 mean HDS dimensions = 86.6 × 73.7 × 64.3 mm; Fuente Nueva 3 = 98.6 × 85.0 × 68.9 mm; BL = 74.6 × 62.4 × 59.7 mm). Their low degree of transformation is illustrated by their size correlation with the rounded whole cobbles present in the assemblages (Fig. 8). The angle separating the
Fig. 7. Comparative mean length of the different limestone macro tool-types from Barranco León and Fuente Nueva 3. At Barranco León, heavy-duty scrapers are made on small, rounded limestone cobbles and are close in size to polyhedrons and non-modified fragments. At Fuente Nueva 3, HDS are made on limestone blocks and are larger, with a size-range closest to the chopper tools.

3.3. Heavy-duty scrapers in the Developed Oldowan and Early Acheulian

HDS are recognized in many Early Acheulian sites in Africa, although with variable denominations and/or technological interpretations (e.g., Melka Kunturé; Gallotti, 2013; Gallotti et al., 2014; Peninj, de la Torre et al., 2008; Gadeb, de la Torre, 2011). In their study of the lithic assemblages from Ubeidiya (1.6–1.4 Ma, Levant), Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar (1993) refined and adapted Leakey’s method by integrating technological, typological and stylistic components, as well as the notion of chaîne opératoire (Geneste et al., 1990), to distinguish technological from stylistic attributes. In this study, HDS are classed among “core-tools” vs. “flaked pieces” (Isaac, 1986) and thus are categorized with chopping-tools, polyhedrons, spheroids, bifaces and discoids, and with ‘modified’ pieces including fragments or heavy debitage (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993). The features used to isolate HDS are in line with those described by Leakey (1971) (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993): an angle close to 90° separating the platform and a worked edge exhibiting steep retouch and/or small removals (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993). The tools are scarce in most of the archeological horizons (Fig. 9, Nos. 2, 3). The authors do not use size-determined categories to distinguish heavy from light duty tools (50 mm limit, Leakey, 1971; 100 mm limit, Kleindiest, 1962) because the Ubeidiya assemblages do
Average heavy-duty scraper length (mm)

Fig. 8. Mean maximal length of heavy-duty scrapers from different Oldowan sites (Fejej FJ-1a, de Lumley and Beyene, 2004; Olduvai Gorge, Leakey, 1971; Barranco León and Fuente Nueva 3, Barsky et al., 2015; Ubeidiya (diameter), Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993). Most authors attribute the size range to raw material variability in each circumstance.

not show bimodal size distribution (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993). A size threshold was, however, maintained for distinguishing between HDS and light duty scrapers (HDS > 50 mm, after Leakey, 1971) and, while both tools are classified as ‘scrapers’, these categories are here considered ‘distinct entities’. Techno-morphological homogeneity of the Ubeidiya HDS is deduced from their grouped size-range (70–100 mm; Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993; their fig. 49b). Importantly, at Ubeidiya, a site where most levels are ascribed to Developed Oldowan B, HDS were generally made on cobbles rather than on flakes (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993).

At the more recent Levantine Acheulian site of Gesher-Benot Ya'aqov (0.78 Ma, Goren-Inbar et al., 2000), an analogous tool made on Large Flakes is called a “massive scraper” (Goren-Inbar et al., 2008; Sharon, 2009). In their study, Goren-Inbar et al. (2008) also highlight the confusion in the nomenclature pertaining to: “heavy-duty scrapers” (Leakey, 1971), citing some other terms that have been used to describe a similar morphotype, such as: “core scrapers” (Clark and Kleindienst, 2001) and “large scrapers” (Isaac, 1977). At GBY, massive scrapers are the only Large Flake tools, thus distinguishing them from other tools attributed to percussive activities. They are believed to represent a specific stage in the chaîne opératoire of bifacial tool production and, as such, constitute a discrete but significant part of the GBY Acheulian toolkits (Fig. 10, No. 2). Despite their scarcity in each level and the wide variety of their blank shapes, the persistence of this tool type leads the authors to suggest that it could have fulfilled a specific task-related role requiring a massive, plano-convex frontal tool with an abrupt edge (Goren-Inbar et al., 2008).

It is evident, therefore, that HDS continue to be acknowledged into the Developed Oldowan and Early Acheulian register but, are we all referring to the same tools? In fact, from the Oldowan into the Early Acheulian, while the defining features of HDS are maintained, there is a clear shift concerning the blank type: cobbles or flake. Furthermore, this difference is highlighted in some cases where Early Acheulian robust scrapers are described as diverging from the ‘ancestral’ Oldowan morphotype (e.g., Heavy-duty scraper-like forms described from Peninj, Diez-Martin et al., 2014). In addition, this change lends the Acheulian ‘HDS’ a far wider formal diversity compared to the Oldowan ones, while also conferring them new morphologies. In fact, it implies two distinct categories of tools: the heavy-duty scraper (on a cobbles) and the massive scraper (on a Large Flake, following Goren-Inbar et al., 2008).

The HDS morphotype does persist through time and is even documented in some Late Acheulian assemblages of western Europe (Fig. 11). Their morpho-technological evolution can be observed at the Caune de l’Arago cave, where a rich lithic sample demonstrates the persistence of this characteristic morphology (Barsky, 2001). The ‘massive scraper’ morphotype is not represented at this non-Large Flake Acheulian site, where cobbles tools are common in most levels (excepting the P levels, Barsky and de Lumley, 2010). Cobbles were used for heavy-duty tools in the archaestatigraphic units G and F (Lumley et al., 2015), where a few HDS (sic. “rostro-carénés”) are documented.
as cobble tools with carinated, convex edges and presenting abrupt removals. Sometimes made on cores, they tend to be smaller than other chopper tools (Barsky, 2001). They are distinguished from rabots, which are end-scrapers made on smaller-sized blanks (flakes and cores). If we are to maintain, therefore, blank type as a defining feature of the HDS, then it should now be clear that this qualification does not entail any chrono-cultural implications. It does, however, imply that what has so often been termed ‘HDS’ is a technological, rather than a typological reality. We conclude that HDS in Large Flake Acheulian occurrences should be referred to as ‘massive scrapers’ (following Goren-Inbar et al., 2008), which are longer and thinner than their Oldowan counterparts made on cobbles and which present more denticulate edges (they are, in fact, sometimes referred to as large denticulates). Also, comparable morphologies observed in later Acheulian sites, made on cores or flakes, should be referred to henceforth as rabots, which are smaller tools with close affinities to end-scrapers (grattoirs).
Fig. 10. Acheulian massive scrapers from Africa and the Levant. 1. TK (Thiongo Korongo) lower occupation, Bed II, Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania (Santonja et al., 2014) Acheulian tool referred to as a “heavy-duty scraper”. 2. Gesher-Benot Ya’aqov (Goren-Inbar et al., 2008). Acheulian “massive scraper” on a large flake. These tools share large denticulate morphologies.

Fig. 10. Scrapers acheuléens massifs, d’Afrique et du Levant. 1. TK (Thiongo Korongo), occupation inférieure, Bed II, Gorge d’Olduvai, Tanzanie (Santonja et al., 2014), outil acheuléen rapporté à un heavy-duty scraper. 2. Gesher-Benot Ya’aqov (Goren-Inbar et al., 2008), scraper massif a acheuléen sur une grande éclat. Ces outils partagent des morphologies largement denticulées.
3.4. Experimental results

Knapping experiments were performed to reproduce HDS morphologies using limestone cobbles from the Orce environs (Figs. 12 and 13). The aim was to observe whether or not crush marks and/or irregular retouch would result from performing the unifacial unidirectional knapping method. We also wanted to observe if delimited convex and carinated morphologies would be spontaneously reproduced by knapping. Normally, flakes were taken from the lateral edges, following a parallel pattern determined by a recurrent gesture. When a viable platform was not naturally available, the knapper strategically chose an appropriate part of the cobble to initiate knapping by way of an invasive removal (orthogonal method). The knapper chose hammerstones amongst a variety of cobbles, demonstrating a clear preference for rounded, dense and fist-sized items. The reduction process was halted once a viable HDS morphotype was obtained and reduction processes were generally short (HDS obtained after only a few blows). Knapping was terminated once a carinated form was obtained. Blows were delivered onto natural platforms (cortex, breakage planes). Forceful, precise impacts were necessary, especially for initialization of the knapping process. Extractions were performed along the periphery of the cobbles and their order and emplacement were therefore dictated by the original forms. The problematic of avoiding intentionality during knapping was resolved by carrying out only simple recurrent flake extraction and following the dictates of the natural striking platforms (cortex or fracture). The experimental HDS were photographed in order to record any subsequent changes that may affect their initial morphology during use (Fig. 14). Knapping experiments are resumed as follows:

1) Relative to the unifacial, unidirectional knapping process:
- Multiple blows were often required to successfully detach flakes;
- Flakes were most often broken;
- Numerous sharp-edged flakes were obtained in each case;
- Siret accidents were frequent and their negatives provided practical guiding crests for subsequent extractions;
- Most extractions traversed the entire distance separating the striking platform from its opposing plane surface;
- The average flake size exceeded that of the Orce assemblages.

2) Relative to HDS morphology:
- Knapped edges present sinuous, denticulate morphology rather than regular carinated edges characteristic of HDS (sic. Leakey’s classification of chopper or discoid, 1971);
- The denticulate edges have fragile cornices that could easily be detached during use or rectified by friction;
- Carinated morphologies were not automatically produced during knapping;
- The angle between the platform and the worked edge becomes progressively more abrupt as knapping progresses into the thickness of the cobble;
- The occurrence of overhanging negatives and stepped removal morphologies, also characteristic of HDS, was not systematic but seems to depend on the physical features of the rock;
- Irregular breakage patterns sometimes produced ‘retouch’ but none of the experimental edges present crush marks.

Fig. 11. Late Acheulian “heavy-duty scraper” morphotype from Western Europe. Isernia la Pineta (drawings by D. Mengoli, Rufo et al., 2009). Heavy-duty scraper morphotype referred to as a “rabot” on a limestone cobble.

Fig. 11. Morphotype de heavy-duty scraper de l’Acheuléen tardif d’Europe occidentale. Isernia la Pineta (dessins de D. Mengoli, Rufo et al., 2009). Morphotype de heavy-duty scraper sur un galet calcaire, dénommé ici « rabot ».
Out of the thirteen pieces produced during our knapping experiments, only three present features close to the HDS definitions discussed above (Table 2). Two of these three, however, display semi-denticulate or denticulate edge morphologies that are not typically a feature of HDS. In sum, only one piece fits the HDS definition quite well (HDS No. 11, Table 2 and Fig. 13, Above No. 1), while lacking, however, the characteristic crush marks which are not, in fact, present on any of our experimentally knapped pieces. Overall, the experimental material displays denticulate and sharp edges that are very unlike the crushed, rounded edges of HDS documented in the archeological record. Unifacial unidirectional knapping gave large denticulate forms resembling HDS only by virtue of their contour and overall shape but not at all in their most salient features, that is to say, the well-defined, carinated convex form of the edge and the presence on that edge of retouch and/or crush marks. We therefore conclude that, at least concerning the Orce materials, these features must result from subsequent phases of use or abrasive action. It is plausible that hominins selected cores with particularly abrupt, convex edges, to perform some kind of secondary activity and that use or shaping would have completed the process of achieving the final HDS morphotype. Our experiments using HDS edges to work different materials demonstrated that abrupt edges are needed to work soft materials in order to avoid ripping them, while more oblique edges or even whole cobbles were better suited to cutting hard materials like wood or breaking bone. Working soft materials on a wooden anvil (Quercus ilex aquifolium) did not produce crush marks on the HDS. However, repeated pounding of soft materials like deer tendons on a limestone anvil did produce exactly the same kinds of small retouch and crush marks as those observed on HDS from Orce (Fig. 14).

4. Discussion

At many early sites that have provided HDS morphotypes, traces on fossil bones suggest the use of heavy-duty tools for percussion-related meat and carcass processing activities. But massive stone implements could also have been used for other purposes, such as woodworking or grinding plant fibres. Experimental research carried out by Toth (1985) argues in favour of the latter, and, while he argues that HDR morphologies (“core scrapers”) are suited for heavy-duty and light-duty wood working (adzing), our experiments in wood cutting rather suggested a higher efficiency of oblique edges opposed to a weighty mass. Toth (1985) further emphasizes that sharp edges (<80°), were suitable for cutting meat off carcasses and this view is also supported by available ethnographical evidence (Hayden, 1979). Our work shows that, at least in the case of the Orce limestone, HDS trace morphology is easily reproduced when unifacial unidirectional core forms are used as hammers to work soft materials on a stone anvil. Whether HDS morphologies were unintentionally produced from recurrent unidirectional flake production, by use or by shaping based on a pre-mediated template, is an ongoing debate that may, in future, be resolved by further experimental work. This problem of “separating” HDS from cores relates mainly to the Oldowan assemblages, because of their low degree of standardization and the absence of Large Flake supports. It is, in fact, during the Oldowan that there seems most often to be disagreement in the classification — or not — of HDS as tools. As discussed above, this is not a new issue since, following Leakey’s definitions of HDS at Olduvai Gorge, other specialists have highlighted the issue (Isaac, 1986; Jelineck, 1977; de la Torre and Mora, 2005). Indeed, the fact that this matter has not been resolved after fifty years of research demonstrates that establishing strict classificatory systems, especially within the Oldowan, is not a fitting work methodology. That said, the existence of a HDS morphotype cannot be so easily dismissed given the homogeneity of the observations provided from numerous sites and the evidence presented from different assemblages over time. It should be recognized, therefore, that the HDS morphotype — no matter its technological or functional origin — maintains its place as one of the oldest morphotypes known in the world.

Certainly, as Toth (1985) and others have maintained, many of the Oldowan core tool forms are likely knapping by-products, and there is no clear-cut way to differentiate ‘tools’ from ‘cores’ in Oldowan occurrences. However, as demonstrated at Orce (Barsky et al., 2015), it now seems clear that Oldowan ‘tools’ constitute simply repeated morphologies that will vary from site to site in accordance to the size, quality and shape of the raw materials used. We argue that the fact that the repetition over time of objects fitting within a specific formal range is clearly task-related. This is the case of HDS: the flat, convex surface with an abrupt, noded extremity obviously corresponds with some — yet to be determined — activity that has persisted over time. A step towards resolving this complex issue is to accept the distinctiveness of the HDS morphotype that we can recognize as a repeated norm in the archaological record (Hovers, 2012). This study contributes to understanding technological transformations in the Oldowan and Acheulian Techno-Complexes through the archeometrical and formal recognition of the emergence of the HDS morphotype. The specific configuration of this tool is most intriguing and raises questions about the kinds of activities responsible for the intense stigma observed on their

Fig. 12. Experimentally knapped Orce limestone. (Above: 1. core and 2. flakes) Knapping experiment No. 1 (124 × 101 × 66 mm. Angle worked edge = 100°). Poor quality, fissured limestone cobbles with oblong shape. The platform is a fracture surface provoked during knapping. Stepped morphology of the worked edge resulted from knapping and breakage. Short snapping sequence. Products are large and small flakes, as well as fragments. (Below 1. core and 2. flakes) Knapping experiment No. 7 (112 × 87 × 73 mm. Angle worked edge = 90°). Thick rounded cobbles of good quality limestone. A single cortical platform was knapped by a few, unidirectional removals until an abrupt surface was obtained.

edges. Oldowan stone toolkits do not include truly standardized tool types that only become ubiquitous from the onset of the Acheulian (i.e. retouched flakes and LCT’s). Yet in the Oldowan, formal attributes, such as those characterizing HDS, could have been found to present advantages for performing a specific task. If the need to perform that task persisted over time, so too would the morphotype be repeatedly manufactured and thus developed into a truly configured tool type. It is useful to retain the observation by Isaac and Harris (1997) who regarded the HDS morphotype simply as reflective of “[…] fossilized stone-working habits rather than as ‘imposed designs’ … indicative of “repeated, regular use of convenient procedures” (Isaac and Harris, 1997). The repetition of the HDS morphotype over time from the dawn of human technologies is an empirical reality that, as we have seen, could be task-related. This constancy could explain how and why HDS were to become intentionally manufactured objects present in the majority of Acheulian toolkits.

Concluding from our data, discussions and observations, it is appropriate here to qualify “heavy-duty scrapers” as follows:

Heavy-duty scrapers are tools made on rounded cobbles that appear during the Oldowan. They present a sub-triangular or rounded section provided by a flat surface that served as a striking platform. This platform is formed by a cortical surface, a fracture or a previous removal negative. The carinated morphology of the worked edge results from recurrent, parallel, short, abrupt, removals that are generally smaller than those observed on the cores or chopper tools from

---

**Fig. 13.** (Above: 1. core and 2. flakes) Knapping experiment No. 11 (95 × 93 × 63 mm. Angle worked edge = 96°). Thick, square limestone cobbles of mediocre quality limestone. A fracture occurring during knapping served as a striking platform for a series of medium to small-sized flakes and broken flakes (orthogonal knapping). Frequent breakage. (Below: 1. core and 2. flakes): knapping experiment No. 13 (140 × 98 × 79 mm. Angle worked edge = 85°). Large, oval-shaped cobbled of mediocre limestone. Knapping performed from a cortical platform produced deep removal negatives determining an oblique-angled, denticulate edge. Flakes and broken flakes are large to medium-sized.

**Fig. 13.** (En haut : 1. nucléus et 2. éclats. Expérience de débitage n° 11 (95 × 93 × 63 mm. Angle du bord travaillé : 96°). Galet calcaire épais et carré, de qualité médiocre. Une fracture de débitage a servi de plate-forme pour une série d’éclats de taille petite à moyenne et d’éclats cassés (dégagement orthogonal). Fractures fréquentes. (En bas : 1. nucléus et 2. éclats) : Expérience de débitage n° 13 (140 × 98 × 79 mm. Angle du bord travaillé : 85°). Grand galet calcaire forme ovale et de qualité médiocre. Le débitage effectué à partir d’une plate-forme corticale a produit des négatifs d’extraction profonds, déterminant un bord denticulé, à angle oblique. Les éclats et les éclats cassés sont de taille moyenne à grande.

**Fig. 14.** Knapping experiment No. 5 (94 × 68 × 64 mm. Angle worked edge = 110°). 1 and 2. Small broken cobbles. Concave platform prepared by a removal on a thick triangular cobbles fragment (orthogonal knapping method). Denticulate edge obtained. Large and medium-sized flakes were produced. 3 and 4. Details of the piece after it was used to work dried deer tendons on a stone anvil showing the effacing of the denticulated edge and localized crush marks.

**Fig. 14.** Expérience de débitage n° 5 (94 × 68 × 64 mm. Angle du bord travaillé : 110°). 1 et 2. Petit galet cassé. Plate-forme concave préparée par extraction sur un épais fragment triangulaire de galet (méthode de débitage orthogonal). Bord denticulé obtenu. Des éclats de taille moyenne à grande ont été produits. 3 et 4. Détails de la pièce après son utilisation pour travailler des tendons de cerf séchés sur une enclume de pierre montrant l’effacement du bord denticulé et les marques de broyage localisées.
the same assemblages. Their edges present steep, irregular retouch or trimming and often also crush marks uniquely on the convex upper surface. The angle separating the platform and the worked surface is ≥ 90°. Heavy-duty scrapers are generally scarce relative to other cobble tools in an assemblage. The heavy-duty scraper morphotype persists into the Developed Oldowan and is exchanged during the Large Flake Acheulean by massive scrapers made on Large Flakes. During the Late Acheulean, analogous morphotypes encountered on cores and regular flakes are duly referred to as rabots, a tool type whose overall morphology blends into the group of end-scrapers.

While numerous issues relating to the intentionalty of the HDS morphotype and its eventual functionality in early and later stone toolkits remain to be resolved, this characterization will be useful to identify heavy-duty scrapers in stone-tool assemblages and to distinguish them from massive scrapers and rabots, thus avoiding confusion in the classification of this ancient tool type in future.
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